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In the wave interaction theory nonlinear problems are treated in broad categories, on the basis of mathematical rather than physical similarity. This is possible due to
the fact that many ideas and phenomena recur in such apparently diverse fields as rigid-body and fluid mechanics, plasmas physics, optics, biology, economics, etc.

The theory of wave interaction aims at describing the statistical and dynamical properties of a weakly nonlinear wave system. Statistical approach is used for
describing energy transport over scales in the wave systems with distributed initial state. Their energy spectra are described by solutions of wave kinetic equation
introduced by K.Hasselmann in 1962 and solved by V.E.Zakharov in 1968 who thus laid the foundations of the kinetic wave turbulence theory. Dynamical equations
of motion are used to characterize phenomena occurring due to interaction of a finite number of harmonics, i.e. in the systems with narrow frequency band
excitation. They are described in terms of resonance clustering, approach introduced by E.Kartashova in 1990 and is refereed to as discrete wave turbulence theory.

Nowadays a great progress has been achieved in the theoretical understanding of these two types of weakly nonlinear wave systems. However, there is still a lot of
open problems demanding detailed studies. The principal idea of the WIN-conferences is to discuss and put forward a list of regularly observable wave interaction
phenomena which are not fully explained by the existing theories thus opening new avenues for further investigations.
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